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Tiara: We have been busy setting up
shop again here in Tiara. We have a new
name as well. Tiara is still among the
busiest places in the realm.

Druids in the News: The druid
council has assigned the Lone Pine
Forest to the druid Foret. He has also
been told he is the descendant of a
Prince Jason Tillor. Foret is a famous
elf druid, and adventurer from, Living
the in Dreams of Zheenkeef. He is a
retired adventurer and now takes up his
duties as guardian of the Lone Pine
Forest.
Tower of Aldora: The wizard
Ravenwood has left on an adventure
after 15 years as a wizard at the tower.
It seems he is working with a gnome
on some secret adventure. Ravenwood
is best known for recovering the
Dragon’s Eye.
City of Talon: The Knights of the
Silver Rose have proven themselves
again. They have raided deep into the
Southern Empire on their Griffon
mounts and brought back a stolen
artifact, a Dragon Lance.
Gold Dragon Inn Food (*****)
Drink (****) Inn (***): The Gold
Dragon is a 24- hour establishment.
Run by a good man from Watcher’s
Hollow, Nasnal. The inn has only two
things going for it. The first is its price,
and the second is its signature Dish,
Golden Samphire. That dish will cost
you 2gc, but it is worth every copper.
The staff is attentive but a little slow
and the roof needs some repair. It is a
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full-service inn and the bar has a good
selection.
Castle Eldemar: This old castle has of
late had a small settlement spring up
around it. Its population is just over
100 souls. The town has one export,
soapstone. It also requires many
workers in many fields.
Fellowship of the Gem: This group of
adventurers, known for rescuing
captives during the war. They rescued
some slaves from a magician near a
waterfall in the Winged Mountains of
Regnum Eon. They fought many
giants but were unable to kill Gimir
Bazar.
Artifact Missing: An Alchemist from
Sacren was found dead after using the
legendary artifact Albird's Blood.
Shortly after that, the artifact vanished.
It is rumored to give its user all his
opponent's abilities while confronting
them.
Stron Kroonala: Speaker of Justice
for the church of Scyndar, has returned
from his adventure to recover the
Sword of Virtue Beyond Reproach. He
did not recover the sword but did come
back with some treasures and these
treasures have helped the City of
Pinebrook. They welcomed home their
Guardian.
Obit: The black orc Oragn Eamon has
died. A member of the Burning Ax,
and a Death Walker of the vile god
Orcus. We say good riddance.
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